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ABOUT THE STUDY

Anthropology is study of historical behavior of man, which is still being explored with different and very wide layers of culture. The problem is that layers of anthropology are philosophical anthropology, cultural anthropology, religious anthropology, historical anthropology. However, anthropology is now product of evolution of various sciences in nineteen century. There are types of anthropology in prehistoric and ancient periods, medieval period and modern period, but modern anthropology is a distinct product of human civilization and a kind of technology in humanities.

The present study has thoroughly examined anthropology as a modern science that has distanced itself from philosophical anthropology. Twentieth-century anthropology has passed many restrictions and is a stage of a kind of science that, despite having much in common with its predecessors, has completely different methods and goals and definitions and results. The layers of anthropology in past and present have a common theme, goals, results, methods and origins, but in a detailed study of contemporary human personality; they are far from each other, but are still close in recognizing common patterns governing human societies. But the main layer of modern anthropology is cognition of contemporary man by using other sciences, including philosophy.

All man has geopolitical behavior with different degrees. Among these, behavior of some man and population groups has profound and far-reaching effects. Therefore control of human geopolitical behavior by governments has been pursued through mass population migration and urban planning throughout history, this was done by empires and superior powers, including in ancient period of Achaemenid and Sassanid empires, and they had a similar policy to control geopolitical behavior of man on their borders and followed it with construction of new cities.

This policy was followed in Middle Ages, but there are common moments in history of political power where ruling power has acted to avert geopolitical danger of perfect man and has devised measures, including ruling power doing everything in to prevent birth of a savior research hypothesis is that man is always a geopolitical danger and rotation of power in history is for control man and these measures have led to anthropology and in twentieth century the most developed form of anthropology has emerged in Western civilization. Against this anthropology is philosophical anthropology, which is theoretical root of anthropology and has manifested itself in Poland, for example, in Malwinski School of anthropology, which has criticized and rejected Western anthropology. In his philosophical view, each type of man has its own culture that can be identified and it is not possible to globalize culture to determine human behavior. Motivation of this school is different from motivation of Western anthropology.

Fear of emergence of perfect man and its civilization effects is a universal religious, historical concept and it is a common phenomenon between Abrahamic religions. The measures of ruling power to prevent birth of a perfect man have been narrated in heavenly books of these religions. This phenomenon is very accurately and colorfully depicted in three heavenly religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. It is famous in mystical and Sufism and popular literature and it is one of the most famous in history of religions and details of its story have been published in dozens of books, articles and films in media and journalism. What is said in Judaism is that Pharaoh and supreme power of time tried to prevent birth of Moses, as a perfect man and miraculously Moses was separated from his mother and grew up in Pharaoh’s palace and returned to him.

This separation and concealment of perfect man that other man can no longer tolerate was repeated in prophets of Israel between Jacob and Joseph, and Joseph as a perfect man whose existence was a geopolitical danger for Pharaohs was hidden, and grew up in Pharaoh’s palace. In case of Jesus, fact of human hiding, which is a geopolitical threat for pharaoh’s power, has reached its peak. Jesus was hidden from birth, and his birth and Mary's pregnancy became an unseen and hidden. The Bible takes its name from this anthropological event. This was repeated about Islamic Prophet, and strict security measures were taken by Muhammad’s guardian to protect his life. After the death of Islamic Prophet perfect man was in conflict with ruling power,
and finally last of them was forced to hide forever from human community because existence of these twelve perfect men was geopolitical danger for Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates.